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Henry VIII's six better halves have lain too lengthy within the shadow of his personal aweinspiring personality. during this well timed re-issue of his recognized book, Paul Rival, with
Gallic attractiveness and wit, deliver the queens to the centre of the stage. those six unlucky
ladies can't fail to trap the reader's sympathy as they The Six Wives Of Henry VIII use all their
female wiles to chase away Henry's black rages and capricious moods. occasionally they fail,

as Ann Boleyn and Catherine Howard did, with tragic results; their worst mistake used to be in
ever marrying the ogre. Henry used to be by no means a guy to mince words; while he first set
eyes on his dumpy German bride, Anne of Cleves, he broke out in a chilly seat, and bellowed,
"She's frightful! i've The Six Wives Of Henry VIII been deceived." just once - with little, simple
The Six Wives Of Henry VIII Jane Seymour - did he ever convey precise affection to his spouse.
through the years i have learn such a lot of books approximately Henry VIII and his six other
halves so there have been few surprises the following for me. That has not anything to do with
the ranking I gave, the truth that I already be aware of such a lot of of the final details.However,
I did detect a number of "facts" which i feel different historians may question. And it was once
now not transparent even if a number of the quoted reviews have been taken from reliable
documents. That was once a section complicated for me yet I simply missed it with the
perspective that not one of the reviews have been verbatim from authenticated files secured
within the Tower. (Just kidding, folks. we all know there are just ghosts within the Tower, no
documents.) however it used to be a simple learn and refreshed my reminiscence approximately
Henry VIII and his six wives.
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